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Canadian companies are experiencing a 
crippling technology talent gap

The war for tech talent is intense and large 
companies are at a disadvantage to compete 

1 Critical roles include: data science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, mobile development, software engineering and cloud computing 
Sources: LinkedIn Job Search (11/2019) and the CBRE 2019 Scoring Tech Talent Report
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The quantum of talent simply doesn’t exist domestically to fill all open roles - this gap between 
talent supply and demand is large and growing.  As a result, competition for talent is increasing, 
with salaries growing and voluntary turnover rising.

Additionally, start-ups and scale-ups are providing generous benefits, compelling workplaces, 
daily lunches with unlimited drinks and snacks, as well as competitive salaries, with no 
requirement to adhere to corporate salary grids – items often difficult for large companies to 
match, disadvantaging large firms in the war.

Vacancy rates in technology roles within Canadian companies are substantial and have been increasing 
at an alarming rate.  There are more than 4,400 job openings for critical roles1 with job vacancy rates 
between 33% and 45% in key Canadian markets.  When these roles are left unfilled or under-filled, a 
company’s ability to innovate and gain a competitive edge is hindered.
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MobSquad talent roster highlights
MobSquad has identified 30,000 highly-skilled software engineers and developers from around the world.  
More than 1,000 of these candidates have passed our video interview and code-test processes, and are 
ready to work exclusively for you in one of our state-of-the-art offices across the country.

MobSquad’s solution dramatically increases 
your access to top-tier technology talent

Our talent roster is global, allowing you to tap into our virtually unlimited supply of the very 
best talent in the world. 

Our employee proposition is second to none, enabling large employers to compete with 
smaller entities.  We provide generous benefits, state-of-the-art workplaces, daily lunches with 
unlimited drinks and snacks, as well as competitive salaries, with no requirement to adhere 
to corporate salary grids.  As a result, MobSquad was recognized as Canada’s ninth best 
workplace by “Great Place to Work” in 2018.

We are part of the Dedicated Service Channel under the department of Immigration, Refugees 
and Citizenship Canada, enabling our talent to be working in Canada in four to six weeks, not 
the six to 12 months that is typical for most foreign nationals.
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45% of our talent roster has a 
technology-based Master’s degree.

Our talent roster has an average of 
6.9 years of industry experience.

80% of our roster is in the five most 
difficult roles to fill.*

10% of our talent roster has a 
technology-based PhD degree.

*Most difficult roles to fill  include: data science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, mobile development, software engineering and cloud computing.



Contact our team for your tech talent needs
Irfhan Rawji

Founder & CEO 
irfhan@mobsquad.io 
Canada:  1 (403) 510-0766 
USA:  1 (650) 262-1177

Example clients and their backers
Our current clients include market-leading Silicon Valley technology scale-ups, backed by leading venture 
capitalists.  The strategy that works well for them can also work for you.


